Fantasy life the outrageous uplifting and heartbreaking world of fantasy sports from the guy who's lived it. covid was hard for all of us but it was harder for those who lost their loved ones it sure felt terrible and scary to witness the fragility of human life as death took the center stage this is just one side of the coin on the flip side what do you think of those people who actually went through death and drifted into the abyss what were they feeling when they died if given a chance to these passed on souls what would they say about their experience i once lived is a perspective of one such man who passed away due to covid now as a soul reflects upon the life he lived narrates his death experience and his after life journey in an attempt to show us all how living well is of paramount importance and the impact it has on our death process and the journey beyond i wish these powerful messages will permeate deep inside and re direct us towards leading a more fulfilling related life the rest of us have to swim is a book filled with irrefutable truth and is seasoned with humor and enhanced with slivers of history it is an enchanted book that is sure to leave you fascinated as well as informed from superman to the lone ranger guy parrish uses these fictitious characters to reveal the non fictional realities of god's grace you are sure to find that there is no other word for grace but amazing the stories in this book are all true its author has been held up at gunpoint at night on a road in guatemala and shot with a machine gun in the chest and shoulder in vietnam he's come close to dying of thirst in the sahara and freezing to death in the himalayas he's contracted malaria and typhoid fever in ethiopia and hepatitis in india there have been accidents involving motorcycles and automobiles he's had close calls involving lions twice elephants three times and a rhino once he's visited over a hundred countries seen revolutions famines wars and panty raids feasted in palaces and fasted in caves he's discovered paradises been saved by dolphins hopped freight trains danced with an 108 year old woman swam with sharks frequented whore houses and opium dens and met a man capable of revealing god in the pages of this book you'll meet the queen of the ecuadorian prison system the dalai lama dick cheney a swami from katmandu who makes his living picking up large stones with his penis yak herders tunnel rats 300 pound go go girls deep sea divers drug dealers stock car drivers indonesian princes bolivian miners beanheads powder monkeys hookers and saints between the stories the author gives advice to would be travelers describes six tropical paradises where you can live comfortably on five hundred dollars a month and includes his personal lists of the best things in the world mr linnemeier hails from the hoosier state today he treads the path of moderation living contentedly in a small town surrounded by friends and family he claims to have abandoned most of his previous vices and has the stated aim of dying peacefully in bed at ninety five in his own words i'm not the kind of person that men automatically defer to i don't usually make women's hearts beat faster when they see me across a crowded room history is a slippery thing while it pretends to provide a somewhat clear picture of past events the veracity of written and oral histories is suspect as not being entirely complete nor true and faithful in reporting what actually transpired in the past the reality of the phrase history is written by the victor frequently skews what ends up being recorded thus although it has exceptional rare shining moments what passes for history throughout the ages is more or less an artificial exposition on warfare human bloodshed and savagery written by those who survived to tell their version of what happened this book is a novel of science fiction and fantasy overlaid on the rich tapestry of an historical reality it examines the fragility and duplicitous nature of what passes for history today it suggests a unique remedy for laying bare the elusiveness of truth provided by a group of unbiased immortal watchers who observe and record the unvarnished and undistorted doings of mankind throughout the ages with all its warts thorns and imperfections the words of the venerable old church hymn provide a context for the narrative presented here angels above us are silent notes taking of ev'ry action then do what is right what if you discovered someone who held the secret to living longer perhaps forever the man who lived forever a unique fact injected story tells such a tale it includes actual dietary and lifestyle practices shopping lists and more to help you claim perfect health long life and find your own fountain of youth 204 pp 6 x 9 isbn 978 1502358936 read more at
Walt Goodridge's book, *A New York Times Bestseller*, is the previously unpublished masterpiece from the author of *Native Son* and *Black Boy*. Fred Daniels, a black man, is picked up randomly by the police after a brutal murder in a Chicago neighborhood and taken to the local precinct where he is tortured until he confesses to a crime he didn't commit. After signing a confession he escapes from the precinct and takes up residence in the sewers below the streets of Chicago. This is the simple horrible premise of Richard Wright's scorching novel *The Man Who Lived Underground*, a masterpiece written in the same period as his landmark books *Native Son* (1940) and *Black Boy* (1945).

Wright was unable to publish this incendiary novel about race and violence in America, the work that meant more to Wright than any other. He has never written anything in my life that stemmed more from sheer inspiration. It is published in full in the form that he intended.
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A New York Times Bestseller

The previously unpublished masterpiece from the author of *Native Son* and *Black Boy*.

**Fred Daniels**, a black man, is picked up randomly by the police after a brutal murder in a Chicago neighborhood and taken to the local precinct where he is tortured until he confesses to a crime he didn't commit. After signing a confession, he escapes from the precinct and takes up residence in the sewers below the streets of Chicago. This is the simple horrible premise of Richard Wright's scorching novel *The Man Who Lived Underground*, a masterpiece written in the same period as his landmark books *Native Son* (1940) and *Black Boy* (1945). Wright was unable to publish this incendiary novel about race and violence in America, the work that meant more to Wright than any other. He has never written anything in my life that stemmed more from sheer inspiration. It is published in full in the form that he intended.
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A New York Times Bestseller

The previously unpublished masterpiece from the author of *Native Son* and *Black Boy*.

**Fred Daniels**, a black man, is picked up randomly by the police after a brutal murder in a Chicago neighborhood and taken to the local precinct where he is tortured until he confesses to a crime he didn't commit. After signing a confession, he escapes from the precinct and takes up residence in the sewers below the streets of Chicago. This is the simple horrible premise of Richard Wright's scorching novel *The Man Who Lived Underground*, a masterpiece written in the same period as his landmark books *Native Son* (1940) and *Black Boy* (1945). Wright was unable to publish this incendiary novel about race and violence in America, the work that meant more to Wright than any other. He has never written anything in my life that stemmed more from sheer inspiration. It is published in full in the form that he intended.
one of our greatest works of literature into a detailed roadmap for successful living today carefully researched this powerful teaching unlocks solomon s 31 secrets of success 9 success keys for negotiation 10 qualities of uncommon achievers 7 keys in getting along with others this book can remove mental blocks to your success the perfect gift also available in spanish sb 99 los secretos del hombre m s rico que ha existido also available in portuguese pb 99 os segredos do homem mais rico do mundo a colorful introduction to one of the most influential businessmen in history the new york times book review jacob fugger the renaissance banker who wrote the playbook for everyone who keeps score with money bryan burrough author of days of rage in the days when columbus sailed the ocean and da vinci painted the mona lisa a german banker named jacob fugger became the richest man in history fugger lived in germany at the turn of the sixteenth century the grandson of a peasant by the time he died his fortune amounted to nearly two percent of european gdp in an era when kings had unlimited power fugger dared to stare down heads of state and ask them to pay back their loans with interest it was this coolness and self assurance along with his inexhaustible ambition that made him not only the richest man ever but a force of history as well before fugger came along it was illegal under church law to charge interest on loans but he got the pope to change that he also helped trigger the reformation and likely funded magellan s circumnavigation of the globe his creation of a news service gave him an information edge over his rivals and customers and earned fugger a footnote in the history of journalism and he took austria s habsburg family from being second tier sovereigns to rulers of the first empire where the sun never set enjoyable readable and fast paced the wall street journal the richest man who ever lived is more than a tale about the most influential businessman of all time it is a story about palace intrigue knights in battle family tragedy and triumph and a violent clash between the one percent and everybody else the tale of fugger s aspiration ruthlessness and greed is riveting the economist one day i was crossing the road on foot on my journey i found a graffiti made on the wall with chalk it said one day you will tell your story to the world and when it happens you will draw a part of change in people s life i desire that the man who lived the ages becomes that story a story about a person s life experiences which he got in a short period of time and to which you can connect somehow an autobiographical fiction that leads to channelize reality and imagination on the same broadcast telling you that experiences does not demand years they are learnt through hardships p s i found none of those graffiti but that is what makes us a writer do read the story of the world where you will find an intriguing environment friendship mystery love suspense and even a war a journey from how exciting it is to even get a name to how devastating it is when people forget your identity and how thrilling it could be to get everything back our parents always taught us well they told us to look on the good side of life and to accept what has to happen the man who lived with a giant is a collection of traditional and personal stories told by johnny neyelle a dene elder from dà line northwest territories johnny used storytelling to teach dene youth and others to understand and celebrate dene traditions and knowledge johnnyà s voice makes his stories accessible to readers young and old and his wisdom reinforces the right way to live in harmony with people and places storytelling forms the core of dene knowledge keeping making this a vital book for dene people of today and tomorrow researchers working with indigenous cultures and oral histories and all those dedicated to preserving eldersâ stories tom rolled over kissed his sleeping wife on her forehead rolled back around opened the drawer of his bedside table pulled out his pistol opened his mouth pulled the trigger it all went black or did it tom never really lived until he died a slow burning supernatural thriller influenced by the golden age of pulp fiction and dark noir a riveting new short story from emmy award winning author jack norton a man who had been unhappy as a child finds after he has grown up that he is happy living alone in his cabin in the new england woods null comic science fiction from the author of the greatest show off earth one warm july night when thoughts of ireland are far from james dwyer s mind a homeless man with a sunburnt face who smells like dry wood comes to the screen door of his michigan apartment walter has two messages the first is that an old lady is lying in the middle of his street but when james goes to look there s nobody to be seen the second while apparently more ordinary is ultimately more troubling a childhood friend wants him to visit kevin lyons the wayward older son of a neighbouring builder james knew long ago as a boy in tipperary now lives in the usa too and wants to reconnect with his past but james who has spent years establishing the foundations of his american life has put that past behind him as the day of the visit approaches james slowly re examines the mysteries of that time what happened to aunt tess who went away to become a nurse in dublin what kevin s father was really doing late at night by candlelight in his makeshift office in the yard what became of kevin s
I once lived: A Dead Man's perspective on Life, Death & Beyond 2022-07-21 covid was hard for all of us but it was harder for those who lost their loved ones it sure felt terrible and scary to witness the fragility of human life as death took the center stage this is just one side of the coin on the flip side what do you think of those people who actually went through death and drifted into the abyss what were they feeling when they died if given a chance to these passed on souls what would they say about their experience i once lived is a perspective of one such man who passed away due to covid now as a soul reflects upon the life he lived narrates his death experience and his after life journey in an attempt to show us all how living well is of paramount importance and the impact it has on our death process and the journey beyond i wish these powerful messages will permeate deep inside and re direct us towards leading a more fulfilling elated life

There Was Only One Perfect Man Who Ever Lived, the Rest of Us Have to Swim 2007-02 the rest of us have to swim is a book filled with irrefutable truth and is seasoned with humor and enhanced with slivers of history it is an enchanted book that is sure to leave you fascinated as well as informed from superman to the lone ranger guy parrish uses these fictitious characters to reveal the non fictional realities of god s grace you are sure to find that there is no other word for grace but amazing

How an Average Man Lived an Adventurous Life 2008 the stories in this book are all true its author has been held up at gunpoint at night on a road in guatemala and shot with a machine gun in the chest and shoulder in vietnam he s come close to dying of thirst in the sahara and freezing to death in the himalayas he s contracted malaria and typhoid fever in ethiopia and hepatitis in india there have been accidents involving motorcycles and automobiles he s had close calls involving lions twice elephants three times and a rhino once he s visited over a hundred countries seen revolutions famines wars and panty raids feasted in palaces and
fasted in caves he s discovered paradises been saved by dolphins hopped freight trains danced with an 108 year old woman swam with sharks frequented whore houses and opium dens and met a man capable of revealing god in the pages of this book you ll meet the queen of the ecuadorian prison system the dalai lama dick cheney a swami from katmandu who makes his living picking up large stones with his penis yak herders tunnel rats 300 pound go go girls deep sea divers drug dealers stock car drivers indonesian princes bolivian miners beanheads powder monkeys hookers and saints between the stories the author gives advice to would be travelers describes six tropical paradises where you can live comfortably on five hundred dollars a month and includes his personal lists of the best things in the world mr linmeier hails from the hoosier state today he treads the path of moderation living contentedly in a small town surrounded by friends and family he claims to have abandoned most of his previous vices and has the stated aim of dying peacefully in bed at ninety five in his own words i m not the kind of person that men automatically defer to i don t usually make women s hearts beat faster when they see me across a crowded room

**The Man Who Lived Too Much** 2023-05-09 history is a slippery thing while it pretends to provide a somewhat clear picture of past events the veracity of written and oral histories is suspect as not being entirely complete nor true and faithful in reporting what actually transpired in the past the reality of the phrase history is written by the victor frequently skews what ends up being recorded thus although it has exceptional rare shining moments what passes for history throughout the ages is more or less an artificial exposition on warfare human bloodshed and savagery written by those who survived to tell their version of what happened this book is a novel of science fiction and fantasy overlaid on the rich tapestry of an historical reality it examines the fragility and duplicitous nature of what passes for history today it suggests a unique remedy for laying bare the elusiveness of truth provided by a group of unbiased immortal watchers who observe and record the unvarnished and undistorted doings of mankind throughout the ages with all its warts thorns and imperfections the words of the venerable old church hymn provide a context for the narrative presented here angels above us are silent notes taking of ev ry action then do what is right

**The Man Who Lived Forever (Formerly the Ageless Adept)** 2021-06-09 what if you discovered someone who held the secret to living longer perhaps forever the man who lived forever a unique fact injected story tells such a tale it includes actual dietary and lifestyle practices shopping lists and more to help you claim perfect health long life and find your own fountain of youth 204 pp 6 x 9 isbn 978 1502358936 read more at waltgoodridge com books

**The Man Who Lived Underground** 2021-06-24 a new york times bestseller the previously unpublished masterpiece from the author of native son and black boy fred daniels a black man is picked up randomly by the police after a brutal murder in a chicago neighbourhood and taken to the local precinct where he is tortured until he confesses to a crime he didn t commit after signing a confession he escapes from the precinct and takes up residence in the sewers below the streets of chicago this is the simple horrible premise of richard wright s scorching novel the man who lived underground a masterpiece written in the same period as his landmark books native son 1940 and black boy 1945 that he was unable to publish in his lifetime now for the first time this incendiary novel about race and violence in america the work that meant more to wright than any other i have never written anything in my life that stemmed more from sheer inspiration is published in full in the form that he intended

**The Greatest Man Who Ever Lived** 2009-03-17 just as the sun blinds our eyes to a sky filled with stars jesus deity can blind us to the unseen riches of his humanity in the greatest man who ever lived steven k scott reveals the hidden treasures to be found in christ s life as a human when you learn from jesus life on earth your own life will be propelled to a whole new level of achievement happiness and success as you look at jesus life you will learn how to find new meanings that will raise your life to new heights develop missions that will produce greater creativity and productivity communicate messages that will move the minds and hearts of your listeners act in a manner that attracts others increases your value and heightens your self esteem adopt a method that accelerates extraordinary success discover your incredible worth give and receive a type of love that is truer than any you have experienced before let the greatest man who ever lived turn your purpose driven life into a purpose accomplished life

**7 Greatest Words of the Greatest Man Ever Lived** 2024-03-18 the author has been preaching on these seven words of christ from the cross for more than 50 years on good fridays in various churches including the holy trinity english church csi at tuticorin town where he is ministering as a pastor his book on the seven words of christ in tamil written in 2007 has been well received by the tamil speaking christians all over the
world to share the benefit with more children of god he desired to publish the book in English this book however is not a translation of the Tamil book rather he has written afresh in English in a simple language so that any person with a basic knowledge of English could understand the message of the book about two thousand years ago the Heavenly Virtue the Holy One came to the world in human form in the person of our Lord Jesus Christ the religious men of his time instead of prostrating at his feet in worship they had him nailed to the cross but our Lord in his death saved humankind from 1 the bondage of sin 2 the slavery of Satan 3 the fear of death and 4 the great judgment of God by his death upon the cross Christ revealed his eternal opposition of God to sin in God’s Redemptive Plan of the Ages the salvation of man necessitated the vicarious suffering cum death of God the creator Jesus life shows us how one should live the human life in this god hating world in him the perfect goodness is expressed in a human character he the Son of God came to the world and lived a perfect life which is unique from any other life that was ever lived or has ever since been lived

Krishna-The God Who Lived As Man 2008-08-13 the river was in high tide and the footprints of the Yadavas were more or less washed away big waves came rushing to the shore and wiped away some more footprints suddenly Rukmini discovered a familiar footprint and sat beside it her eyes brimmed over with tears these were the footprints her hairlocks drooped over when she knelt at her Lord’s feet every morning these were the footprints she worshipped with Chandan the footprints of her Lord of Sri Krishna they were deeply immersed in the sand the impression engraved in the sand was filled with water Rukmini’s streaming tears were making an offering in the water filled footprints Daruk arrived and stood beside her he looked startled he could not believe how the footprints filled to the brim with water could contain Rukmini’s tears without spilling over what was further surprising was that not a single tear had dropped out of the carved footprint

The Richest Man Who Ever Lived 2006-02-21 in this short powerful book multimillionaire and bestselling author Steven K Scott reveals King Solomon’s breakthrough strategies to achieve a life of financial success and personal fulfillment Steve Scott flunked out of every job he held in his first six years after college he couldn't succeed no matter how hard he tried then Dr Gary Smalley challenged him to study the book of Proverbs promising that in doing so he would achieve greater success and happiness than he had ever known that promise came true making Scott a millionaire many times over in the richest man who ever lived Scott reveals Solomon’s key for winning every race explains how to resolve conflicts and turn enemies into allies and discloses the five qualities essential to becoming a valued and admired person at work and in your personal life Scott illustrates each of Solomon’s insights and strategies with anecdotes about his personal successes and failures as well as those of such extraordinary people as Benjamin Franklin Thomas Edison Oprah Winfrey Bill Gates and Steven Spielberg at once inspiring and instructive The Richest Man Who Ever Lived weaves the timeless truths of one of our greatest works of literature into a detailed roadmap for successful living today

A Study Guide for Richard Wright’s "Man Who Lived Underground" 2012-09 carefully researched this powerful teaching unlocks Solomon’s 31 secrets of success 9 success keys for negotiation 10 qualities of uncommon achievers 7 keys in getting along with others this book can remove mental blocks to your success the perfect gift also available in Spanish Pb 99 los secretos del hombre mas rico del mundo also available in Portuguese Pb 99 os segredos do homem mais rico do mundo

The old man who lived in a tree 2015-08-04 a colorful introduction to one of the most influential businessmen in history the New York times book review Jacob Fugger the renaissance banker who wrote the playbook for everyone who keeps score with money Bryan Burrough author of Days of Rage in the days when Columbus sailed the ocean and da Vinci painted the Mona Lisa a German banker named Jacob Fugger became the richest man in history Fugger lived in Germany at the turn of the sixteenth century the grandson of a peasant by the time he died his fortune amounted to nearly two percent of European GDP in an era when kings had unlimited power Fugger dared to stare down heads of state and ask them to pay back their loans with interest it was this coolness and self assurance along with his inexhaustible ambition that made him not only the richest man ever but a force of history as well before Fugger came along it was illegal under church law to charge interest on loans but he got the pope to change that he also helped trigger the reformation and likely funded Magellan’s circumnavigation of the globe his creation of a news service gave him an information edge over his rivals and customers and earned Fugger a footnote in the history of journalism and he took Austria’s Habsburg family from being second tier sovereigns to rulers of the first empire where the sun never set enjoyable readable and fast paced the Wall Street Journal the Richest Man Who Ever Lived is more than a tale about the most influential businessman of all time it is a story about palace intrigue knights in battle family
tragedy and triumph and a violent clash between the one percent and everybody else the tale of fugger s aspiration ruthlessness and greed is riveting the economist

Secrets Of The Richest Man Who Ever Lived

one day i was crossing the road on foot on my journey i found a graffiti made on the wall with chalk it said one day you will tell your story to the world and when it happens you will draw a part of change in people s life i desire that the man who lived the ages becomes that story a story about a person s life experiences which he got in a short period of time and to which you can connect somehow an autobiographical fiction that leads to channelize reality and imagination on the same broadcast telling you that experiences does not demand years they are learnt through hardships p s i found none of those graffiti but that is what makes us a writer do read the story of the world where you will find an intriguing environment friendship mystery love suspense and even a war a journey from how exciting it is to even get a name to how devastating it is when people forget your identity and how thrilling it could be to get everything back

The Richest Man Who Ever Lived

our parents always taught us well they told us to look on the good side of life and to accept what has to happen the man who lived with a giant is a collection of traditional and personal stories told by johnny neyelle a dene elder from dÀ line northwest territories johnny used storytelling to teach dene youth and others to understand and celebrate dene traditions and knowledge johnnyâ s voice makes his stories accessible to readers young and old and his wisdom reinforces the right way to live in harmony with people and places storytelling forms the core of dene knowledge keeping making this a vital book for dene people of today and tomorrow researchers working with indigenous cultures and oral histories and all those dedicated to preserving eldersâ stories

The Man who lived the Ages

tom rolled over kissed his sleeping wife on her forehead rolled back around opened the drawer of his bedside table pulled out his pistol opened his mouth pulled the trigger it all went black or did it tom never really lived until he died a slow burning supernatural thriller influenced by the golden age of pulp fiction and dark noir a riveting new short story from emmy award winning author jack norton

The Man Who Lived with a Giant

1984 a man who had been unhappy as a child finds after he has grown up that he is happy living alone in his cabin in the new england woods

The Man Who Never Lived...Until He Died

1980 null

The Man who Lived Alone

comic science fiction from the author of the greatest show off earth

On comparative longevity in man and the lower animals

1995 one warm july night when thoughts of ireland are far from james dwyer s mind a homeless man with a sunburnt face who smells like dry wood comes to the screen door of his michigan apartment walter has two messages the first is that an old lady is lying in the middle of his street but when james goes to look there s nobody to be seen the second while apparently more ordinary is ultimately more troubling a childhood friend wants him to visit kevin lyons the wayward older son of a neighbouring builder james knew long ago as a boy in tipperary now lives in the usa too and wants to reconnect with his past but james who has spent years establishing the foundations of his american life has put that past behind him as the day of the visit approaches james slowly re examines the mysteries of that time what happened to aunt tess who went away to become a nurse in dublin what kevin s father was really doing late at night by candlelight in his makeshift office in the yard what became of kevin s red haired sister una who young jimmy fell for in a big way and whether after all these years people like kevin ever really change the visitors is a captivating story of the interwoven fates of two families of the gap between childhood and the adult world between a river in ireland and all that happened there and another in america and of the shocking revelations that come with crossing the divide

Man Who Lived Alone

1883 opposites attract and can thrive in a marriage built on god

The Most Amazing Man who Ever Lived

1947 in this stimulating investigation gideon freudenthal has linked social history with the history of science by formulating an interesting proposal that the supposed influence of social theory may be seen as actual through its co herence with the process of formation of physical concepts the reinterpretation of the development of science in the seventeenth century now widely influential receives at freudenthal s hand its most persuasive statement most significantly because of his attention to the theoretical form which is charac teristic of classical newtonian mechanics he pursues the sources of the parallels that may be noted between that mechanics and the dominant philosophical systems and social theories of the time and in a fascinating development freudenthal shows how a quite precise method as he descriptively labels it the analytic synthetic method which underlay the newtonian form of theoretical
argument was due to certain interpretive premisses concerning particle mechanics if he is right these depend upon a particular stage of conceptual achievement in the theories of both society and nature further that the conceptual was generalized philosophically but strikingly freudenthal shows that this concept formation itself was linked to the specific social relations of the times of newton and hobbes

*Guy's Hospital Reports* 1875 is about a teen that had encounter various hard times experience in life including a murder he had witness which will change his life for ever

*London Calling* 1892 borsch has not answered all the questions of course who can but his view of the man tradition makes more sense to me than for example perrin's rather cavalier dismissal of the evidence and it not only enlightens but also enlivens the discussion as against the extreme skeptics borsch is also convincing to me in arguing the case for a large measure of authenticity in the son of man tradition in the gospels if the proof of the pudding is in the eating the book constantly calls me back to its pages for insight regarding the problem both in its historical dimension and in its bearing upon the meaning of jesus of nazareth for faith today theology the author is well aware of the difficulties involved in entering a field wherein so much investigation has been done and of this with the positive and negative conclusions he gives an excellent survey crisp and critical the lines opened up will engage the attention of a new and more positive chapter in the form critical argument london quarterly and holborn review frederick h borsch is the retired bishop of the episcopal diocese of los angeles and professor of new testament and chair of anglican studies at the lutheran theological seminary at philadelphia he is also the former dean of the chapel at princeton university his other books include the spirit searches everything keeping life's questions the bible's authority in today's church introducing the lessons of the church year a guide for lay readers and congregations and the christian and gnostic son of man

*The Recent Origin of Man* 1882

*Life and Labour of the People in London: Streets and population classified* 2014-05-22

*House documents* 2015-02-03

*The Visitors* 1872

*What Every Woman Wants in a Man/What Every Man Wants in a Woman* 1882

*The Sermons of Henry Ward Beecher in Plymouth Church, Brooklyn* 2012-12-06

*History of Randolph County, Indiana* 1876

*Atom and Individual in the Age of Newton* 1898

*The Church Service Bible, Containing the Old and New Testaments, with the Lessons from the Apocrypha, Marked as Appointed to be Read in Churches According to the Lectionary of M.DCCC.LXXI.* 1896

*Lectures of Col. R.G. Ingersoll* 1804

*Parliamentary Debates* 1853

*The Complete Young Man's Companion; Or, Self Instructor; Being an Introduction to All the Various Branches of Useful Learning and Knowledge. To which is Added, The Artist's Assistant: Comprising the Arts of Drawing, Perspective, Etching, Engraving, Mezzotinto Scraping, Painting, Colouring of Maps, Etc* 1872

*The Future Life* 2014-02-17

*House Documents* 2007-03-01

*Murder Isn't Pretty In Pink* 1880

*The Son of Man in Myth and History* 1812

*Southbooke*
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